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FUTURE
Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years

INSIDE
D Just a few pps: A student polls bar·
tenders, see page 3
DThe open fly: A stUdy of h~ compassion, see page 4
D Starr and summer just don't mix, see
Encore, page 11
·

April 22, 1983

Vol.15 No. 28

Bookstore ~anager wins appeal
According to Dorothy Roberts,
Career Service Appeals coordinator,
the commission felt that the university had a right to discipline Max- well for not closely scrutinizing
Bookstore records, but, "He (Maxwell) did nothing to warrant
disi:.nissal."
·
"He (Maxwell) was not even
charged with the disappearance of
the money,'' Roberts said.
·

to review Career Service employee
appeals on cases such -as suspen·
sions, dismissals and reductions in
University Bookstore Manager
pay. An employee has 20 days to file
Ian Maxwell returned to work April
an appeal after receiving a· notice of
8 after the Career Service Commisa change in his position.
sion overruled his Sept. ·21 disniissal.
Robert Schaal, personnel director,
said Battle has not been replaced
Maxwell and former ·Bookstore
because Bookstore.positions are curFiscal Assistant Alice Battle were
rently under evaluation. He said
dismissed after state auditors
that the job audits will not be comdiscovered discrepancies in the
pleted for another six to eight
weeks. Also, Schaal said the audits
store's financial records. Battle was
Maxwell could not be reached for · may result in position changes.
later arrested arid charged with
"We .will be reorganizing the
stealing more than $44,000 from the comment.
The
seven-member
commission,
Bookstore
to provide for more
bookstore between March 1981 and
appointed by governor Bob responsibility and .efficient operaMarch 1982.
Graham, travels in groups of three tion,'' Schaal said.
Battle's trial is. set for May 16.
by Kathleen Foronda
Managing editor

UCF Police finalize plans
to immobilize violators ·
by Roger Simmons

have to come and pay their tickets
and an administrative fee, and the
boot will be taken off.
The UCF Police department plans
Seacrist said the boot will also be
to
begin
using
immobilization
used
in some cases when the student
Eiieen Samelson/Future
devices on cars with more than three doesn 't have any outstanding
parking tickets on Sept. 1, according tickets. He said that a boot might be
to UCF Police Chief Ronald Seacrist.
applied if a car is parked in a
Carl Gibson entertained students
Seacrist said that his department ~estricte~ area ~r ~he c!11' or ~wn~r is
on the Studenf Center Green last has purchased a ''sufficient . -mvolved i~ a cr_immal mvest1~ation,
week.
number" of immobilization devices, but Seacnst said _the latter will proknown as boots, which will attach to bably not be used much.
the tire of a car and immobilize it.
Seacrist also said that towing will
In the past, when .a vehicle receivstill
be used in some situations. He
ed three or more parking tickets on
cited
as examples that if a car were
campus and the owner did not pay
those violations, the police depart- blocking traffic or if a boot had been
ment called a towing company to on a car for sev~n days and the
- remove the car from campus, owner had not contacted the police,
by Roger Simmons
Seacrist said. The student had to ·the vehicle probably would be towed
Future news
pay his tickets on campus, go to the away.
The police chief said that the boot
towing company and pay them for
will be used more than towing has
The Student Senate's Clubs and towing and holding the car, been used in the past, but he sees the
Organizations committee was
Seacrist feels that using the boots new program as "positive enforcereorganized April 14' to allow it to
allocate to clubs and organizations will be . more convenient for ment" saving the student money
for convention and conference ~tudents, since . students will only and being more convenient.
registration fees.
A bill, co-introduced by senators
Cindy Spraker _and Kathleen
J ohnsob., changes the committee's
name to Travel, Clubs and Organizations in order· to reflect the group's
new authority.
·
.
The bill puts some restrictions on·
Griffin said that the Future should
how much the committee may by Roger Simmons
Future news
be heading for "a new level of quality"
allocate, stating registration fees
Michael Griffin and Phil Storey with the introduction of new elecmust not exceed $500 per club ahd
cover a maximum of five people in have been chosen by the University's tronic equipment later this summer.
Board of Publications to assume the ''We'll be able to improve our producthe organization.
In the past, a club or organization Future 's top management positions tion efficiency, which will make the
possibility of becoming (financially)
had to have a bill introduced in the for the 1983-84 school year.
The two Wm assume the positions .. independent (of Student GoveI'DJ1lent
senate to allocate money to cover
registration fees. The senate ap- of editor in chief and business money) a much more realistic goal."
pointed the bill to a committee, who manager once they are approved by
He also said that the newspaper
voted on it and sent it to the senate President Trevor Colbourn.
.
staff is committed to "ensuring the
floor. A majority vote of the senate
Colbourn met with Griffin earlier rights of students and to protect the
was required for the measure to pass this week and said he saw no students' rights to know what is
and the group to get their registra- problems with the board'.s selection. going on at their university."
tion money.
Storey's meeting with Colbourn was
Griffin has been with the Future
The TCO committee will be com- Thursday, after the Future's press since fall 198_0 . He has ·served ·as
posed of the president pro· tempore de.adline. But prior to that meeting, general . assignment reporter, Adof the senate, five senators, an alter· Colbourn said he saw no problems ministration and Student' Governate, one repres~ntative of the with the board's selection. ·
ruiient reporter, associate news editor,
Organizations, Appropriation and
Griffin is the third person in the columnist, and the 1982-83 editor in
history of the newspaper to serve as
Finance Committee.
Senate, page 5 editor in chief for more than one year.
Paper, page 5
Future news

Song ih the shade

Senate acts
to increase.
C&Opow-ers

Editor to serve second term

Griffin, Storey sele.c ted
for top newspaper positions .

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Sidelined
Lenny Engle, an injured UCF tennis player, lends his colleagues
some moral support during a match
Thursday. See Sportsweek, page
13, for details on the match.

Gearv.plots .
course for
(ipcqming year
'

by Roger Simmons
Future news

UCF students· will ~ve a weeklong spring break next year, according to student body President-elect
Mark Geary.
Geary says he learned of the extended vacation in a "get acquainted'' me.e ting with UCF Presi·
dent Trevor Colbourn.
Though ·the plans have not been
finalized; Colbourn said he thinks the
plan ·will meet both statutory
requirements and student and faculty
interests. "I don't anticipate any
problems with it,'' Colbourn said.
·The proposal niarehes the Uniyersity of Florida's time frame, Colbourn
said.

Since his election March 30, Geary
says that he has been preparing to
assume his presidential duties. He
has met with current student body
President Tico Perez, for job orientaGeary, page 5
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Co-op summer jobs available now
Students wanting part-time jobs related to their majors at a minimum of $5
an hour can apply immediately at the Cooperative Education and Placement
office in AD 124.
Openings are available in art, music, psychology, social work, biology, public
relations, business an~ other areas. To qualify, a student must be a Florida
high' school.graduate and a UCF undergraduate, have been a Florida resident.
for the pas.t two years, and must qualify for financial aid. Call x-2314 for
details.

•

UCF Gospel Choir to give concert
UCF's Gospel Choir will give a free performance April 23 at 7:SO p.m. in the
multi-purpose room next to the gym. Admission is free and the concert's theme
is "Perfect Praise."
·

Apple lab hours temporarily extended .
Hours for the Apple computer lab iii the Computer Science II Building
Room 202, have been extended for this weekend and two days during
finals week. The new schedtile is as follows:
Friday, 8 a.m. to midnight; Saturday, 8 a.m. to midnight; Sunday, 9
a.~. to 2 p.m.; and Monday and Tuesday, noon to midnight.

Computer workshop slated for May
A workshop for English teachers on how to use classroom computers will be
held May ~1 at UCF.
Designed for teachers with little or no computer experience, the sessions will
include computer usage in English coutses, software evaluation, introduction
to programming and word processing. To register, call Dr. Michael Hynes or.
Dr. Nancy McGee, x-2161. Workshop fee is $75.
YOUR HEALTH CENTER
Things to remember when working on a tan;
Be gradual-don't try to get a tan in a hurry.
Begin with 15 minutes exposure the first day, 20-25 minutes the second day, 30-35
minutes the third day, etc. Gradually increase.
The fairer the complexion, the higher number sunscreen is needed. The most damaging
sunrays are between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. A"beginner should not sunbathe during this period.
Later in the day would be· safer.
Remember to increase liquid intake for at least three d~ys if you receive any degree of
sunburn. (Kidney problems can ·occur).

Dedication
In a c~remony April 18, the UCF Marching Band's practice field ~as named
J?riggers Field in honor of Troy A. Driggers. He was the band's first drum
major and was killed in a car accident last sumnier.

Aerospace workshop, trips offered
Orange, Seminole, Brevard and Volusia county teachers interested in
aerospace education may apply for either of two UCF summer workshops. A
three-day trip to Washington, D.C., may be included in the workshop~ it is
approved.
The two workshops, one basic and the other advanced, will be held June 2024 and June 27-July 1. Enrollment in the advanced course is restricted to
teachers who have c<;>mpleted a previous introductory course. Teachers can
earn three semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit plus teacher certification credits.
The course will feature speakers lectunng on aerospace history and
operations and field trips to aerospace activities in the area.
The tentative trip to Washington, D.C., July 6-8, would include tours of the
Smithsonian Institute, National Air and Space Museum, and the Museum of
Natural Science. Teachers will stay at George Washington University.
Enrollment in both courses is limited. Tuition for each is $125 and includes
numerous materials and texts. For additional information call x-2595 or x2123.

•

Career and Summer Positions Available

Campus Directory Services, Inc., a major supplier of college and university Telephone
Directories i~ Florida, i·s now accepting applications for the position of Yellow Page
Account Exe·cutives. Qualifications include a
.willingness .for hard work in return for an
excellent income ..Sales experien·c e h$1pful,
but not necessary. Some p.ositions available
immediately. For flirther information oii appli·
cation procedures, call:

•.

..

904-736·9074
•
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Bartenders' Scale of Be_st Tippers

Bartende~:m~denblou~

tippers, novice drinkers
by Pat Boyce
Contributing writer

Housewives, students and young
people are the worst tippers, accor- ·
ding to a survey of 50 bartenders
from the Daytona Beach .area. The
· best tippers are bartenders,
waitresses and waiters, they said.
The bartenders also said the best
tippers come from the Northeast,
and the worst come from the South
and Midwest. Customers from New
York were ranked the No. 1 tippers,
and Georgians were the worst. ·
A journalism student at UCF conducted an informal study asking
bartenders to speak their minds
about their customers.
They were asked to rank 20
categories of persons on a "tipping
scale" of zero to 10·. A "zero is acertain "stiff" (that's bartender talk for
a non-tipper) and a "10" is the best
tipper. They also were asked to
name the states from which the best
and worst tippers come.

•

..

•

.

Students, with a score of 2.31.t
came in last, just.edging out persons
under 21 (2.31) for the dubious honor
of lousiest tippers.
''Collegians are inexperienced
drinkers and tippers,'' a 27-year-old
female· bartender explained. ''They
rarely tip."
Housewives came in 18th with a
score of 2.87, while women in
general (4.98) ranked almost two
points lower than men (6.88).
''Working women are usually
good tippers, but housewives
stink,'' commented a male bartender
who has been in the business for 15
years. · ''I always try to push the
check in front of the man, because if
iliewifu~ps . ~I'moot~ati~''

1.) Bartenders: 9.82
2.) Waiters/waitresses:
9.49
3.}Regulars: 7.83
4.)Lcwyers: 7.53
5.) Males: 6.88
6.) Ages 21-35: 6.34

11.).Tourists: 5.02
12.) Females: 4.98
13.) Doctors: 4.84
14.) Secretaries: 4.57
15.) Bankers: 4.52
16.) Teachers: 3.44
17.)Sen.ior citizens: 3.15

7.) Prostitute&: 6.23
18.) Housewives: 2.87
8.) Ages 36-55: 6.22
19.) Under 21: 2.31
9.) Salesmen: 5.66
.10.) Working women: 5.47 20.) Students: 2.13
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Prostitutes (6.23) were the highestranked gro;up of women atter
waitresses, and working women
came in with a 5.49.
The bartenders gave themselves a
9.82 on the tipping scale, 'capturing

ROYALTY INCOME
· Secure Your Future With Royalty Income
Where Is It writte11 that you must graduate before you can start earning a good In·
come? Or that you must wait till age 65 to retire?
There are three basic ways to achieve a large Income:

Bartenders, page 6
1

.

. ·. THE HAIR ~HOP
·Precision Style Cµt $7.00

1. You can perform a neec::led service well and be paid well. Examples are airline
pilots, medical professionals, oil well firefighters, top salespeople, skllled stock
brokers, etc.

2. You can Invest large amounts of capital wisely and recel_ve interest and/or appreciation Income. Problem - You need capital which you must save out of your lnco[Tle or inherit. Also, you can lose your Invested capital easily In high profit, high
risk Investments.

Full Service Salon

3. You can create something that will be productive for years and cor.i.tlnue to
receive high royalty Income for your past efforts. Royalty Income I~ the Ultimate
Security.

VValk-IizS 'Hlelconie
lOS09 E. Colonia l Dr.
( Witrn Dixi e Center)

282-1700

llNIO.N PARK

Th is ad describes a business that will yield a substantial annual Income for .some effprt and very little Investment. If you are mpre skeptical than · ambitious, or are
looking for a " get rich quick scheme," stop now. If, however, financial security Interests you, call Capital Developmer 1t Services at 695-3135 for details.

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

Primary requirement: An entrepreneurial spirit .

t·

.Homecoming
Logo Contest

•

(t.L~ ·ii

r~ .

· Comedy Oriented Them~
·... music from the 50's to the 60's

SC Green

DeathRae
2000·
EN AUD

v~~-9~ KAPPA SIGMA
\'>~
7th ANNUAL

Submit Entries in Sketch form by April 29, SC 215
Prizes: 2 free asses to all Homecomin Activities
Summer Leisure Class Schedule

April _22, ~4
8:30pm

·"Live From UCF''

~o
~~ .

"END OF THE YEAR PARTYf)
8:00 P.M. APRIL 22

Dance-N-Shape
Children's Ballet
- Diaper Dip Swimming Class
Jazz Dance
Ghildren's Swimming
Scuba
Karate
Bartending
Photography

TermA

[

May 13, 15 .... ~ . Psycho
May 20, 22 ... ; . . Looker

ea ADVANCE e& GATE

A BENEFIT FOR
SAVE THE MANATEE

Game Night
10pm-.5am
featuring:

free table, board, and card .games,

free refreshments, and bonus tokens for electronic
·games

June 3, 5 .•.. _ .. Victor Victoria
June 10, 12 .. ..••. Close Encounters
Term B

June 24, 26 ........• Heavy Metal
July 8, 10 .......... blazing Saddles
July 15, 17 · · · · - · · · · ·. Altered States
July 22,.24 -. · · • · · · ·.. Rocky Ill
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Open fly attracts few glances, comments
by Bob Davis
Contributing writer

Bob Davis. and Sheila Anderson
conducted an interesting experiment
on a few unsuspecting Winter Park
pedestrians.
If you are a man and your fly is
unzipped, only 1 of 25 men will tell
you about it. Women won't even attempt to tell you.
But that does not mean people will
not notice. About 40 percent will. Of

~-

College Night I Mondays
Imports $1.00 • Draft Specials .
SCHOOL 1.D. REQUIRED

Beer· Wine· Sandwiches

834-6300

HOURS:
Mon. - Thur. 11-2
Fri. & Sat. 11·2
101 CANDACE DR. FERN PARK
1 FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

those who do, some will be too em·
barrassed-for you or for
themselves-to say anything. Some
won't care, and some may find it
amusing.
The few men willing to mention
yoll.r unzipped condition will probably do so because they hope that
' someone would do the same for
them.
.
To conduct the experiment, a UCF
journalism student stopped l 00 people walking along a busy street and

Weekly Dart Tournaments
Happy Hour 4:30 · 6:30
Surprise Keg Night
April 22 · 23 WINDFALL
April 29 - 30 CRYTZER & DUNCAN
May 6 · 7 NO FOOLING

asked ,for directions to a nearby
church, explaining that he was sup·
posed to speak to a large group of
parishioners. A white shirt tail protruded from the open zipper on his
navy blue pants.
Those who failed to mention the
open zipper were interviewed by
another student standing a few
yards down the street. The unzipped
student interviewed the people who
did mention the open zipper.
Thirty-six people saw the open fly
but said nothing.
Ten said it would be too embarrassing for them to mention it. After
pausing a few seconds, one of the 10
. remarked, "For all I know, that ,
could be the latest style. Around
here (Winter Park), anything goes.''
One woman said she would only
tell her husband. Another said a
man should tell a man about an open
zipper.

But some people had a different
outlook. "It's not my fly," one man
said. And a woman explained, ''I
was laughing too hard!"
Four persons quietly told the student that his fly was open. Accor·
ding to Bob Davis, the unzipped stuFly,page6

DllVE HOME A IAIGAIN •.•

FIOM HEIT.Z!

.• 3 days e any car
e no mile~ge Charge
• no drop•off charge
e April 18 - May 31

FIOM:

Miami
Tampa
Orlando
TO: Boston
Chicago
New York ·
Baltimore
Philadelphia
Washington
Atlanta
Houston
Dallas

•

•

.

Looking for an economical way to get home? Call Hertz! For just $39
you can drive a comfortable Hertz car to any of the cities listed ...
and leave it there! That's $39 for three full days and no mileage
charges. If you want more time, you can keep our car for two more
days for just $19.99 p~r day. Maximum rental is five days.
1

This one-way rate applies to a wide choice of cars from our Florida
fleet, subject to availability.' Get all the·facts. Call Hertz and find out
how easy it is to drive home a real bargain!

For complete information, call

1 (800) 654-3131
Ask for the Florida Transfer Program Desk.
These rates are valid between April 18 and May 31, 1983. Cars must be dropped off at Hertz locations
designated at the time of rental. Rentals exceeding five (5) days will be charged at Hertz Standard ·
Unlimited Mileage Rates for days over five. Gasol ine, taxes , optional Collision Damage Waiver,
Personal Accident Insurance, and Personal Effects Coverage (if available) are not included ir:i rates.
Minimum deposit of $100 requ ired for cash rentals. Rentals charged to major credit cards do not
require a deposit. Hertz standard age, credit and driver qualifications apply.

®

#1 f~LgYu~Exgge·
•
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Geary--------------------------frompageI
tion, and has been asking past
Geary says he wants his Cabinet
'presidents Lee Constantine to include an executive adviser,
(1973-74) and Mark Omara (1978~79) director of public relations, attorney
for their advice.
general, comptroller and a state's advocate.
He has two people committed to
Geary has also been forming his
presidential Cabinet. He said his Cabinet positions. Current executive
idea to advertise Cabinet positions adviser Barton Weeks has agreed. to
met "with good response," but he stay on in Geary's administration
received only 10 to 12 applications. this summer, and Rase sh Thakkar

will fill the comptroller's position,
according to Geary.
He says he has two to three weeks
to fill each position; then each person must be approved by the student senate.
Geary ·wm be officially inaugurated as president Friday at the
Student Government's annual banquet.

Paper· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1
chief.
As the Future's business manager,
Storey will be responsible for the
financial health of the newspaper.
An accounting major, Storey says
he will concentrate on "increasing advertising revenue to put the Future on

•

AND FAUl.J
WITHACHllD

the road to financial independence.''
To increase revenue, Storey plan,s to
increase the size of the present sales
staff.
Both were elected by staff members
and the Board of Publications, an advisory committee for the Future.

LONG ENOUGH
AND HEU

AND FAUil"
WITH HIMY.Lf.

Abused children
arehel~.

Senate,---· frompagel

Unless you

help.

In other Senate Action:

PROFESSIONAL RESUME DESIGN
• A resolution introduced by Sen.
Luci Johnson passed endorsing the
idea for"a natural preserve system
on the UCF campus.
• A bill allocating $157 to the
American Chemical Seciety's student affiliates for the purpose of office construction passed unanimously. The bill was introduced by vice
president-elect Stan Halbert .

•

Interview skills· training to ensure hiring
Cover letters for professlonal acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing seNlces lncludlng term papers and theses
Career assessment testing, scoring and Interpretation
Role playlng & video tape counsellng to practice voice, posture
& body language
Job placement· f$e paid and non-fee paid

Ilrlando
l£.1i'sultants. inc.

"An Investment In your future."

.894-7726

•

•
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1- 1
.•Amateur and Profenlonal finishing avallable
·lab on preml181 ·
· ftlm procenlng as fast as you need II
·camera re~lrs
·full llne of photographic display products: mats, frames, print
·· profenlonal print dlsplay preparation: mounting, texturlzlng,
spraying
.
·
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida

Ope"! .M on - Sat 10 am - 6 pm

10%Student
Discount

7436 University Blvd.
University Sq. Shopping Center
Orlando, Florida 32807

Bartenders·- - -- - - - -- - -:frompage3
Many bartenders refused to .take
part in the survey because they
feared that the interviewer was from
" Anybody who 's in the business t he Internal Revenue Service. Many
knows how to tip," a 21-year-old bartenders have become reluctant to
female bartender explained.
discuss their incomes since the
Regular customers were rated the federal government' began requiring
third best group of customers. that they report that they make 8
Lawyers came in fourth, while doc- percent of their sales in tips.
tors ranked 13th.
The survey included 26 females
Canadians, who were not included and 24 males from .21 bars in
·on the list of categories, received . Daytona Beach, Daytona Beach
nine write-in votes as being the Shores, Ormond Beach and Ponce
Inlet. They have a combined total of
worst tippers. ·
· " Canadians are lousy tippers, but 389 barte nding years behind
only because they think the gratuity them-or an average of 7.88 years in
is included, '' a male bartender the business.
noted.
first place. Wait~r s and waitresses
came in second with a 9.49.

Fly------from page 4
dent, all four acted in much the same
manner. "They all gave a quick, nervous look around, then furtively
leaned in closely and almost
whispered that my fly was open,"
Davis said. The four explained they
hoped someone would do the same
for them.
But one man added, "(figured
you were either a pervert or really
didn't know tliat your zipper was
down. An~ I didn't think you would
want to go to church like that."
Eight of those that did notice the
open zipper explained that they
usually look at faces. "t generally
don't focus on that area," one
woman said. And another added, " If
he had on a trench coat, L would
have .noticed.''
.But some people who did not see
the open fly thought they should
have. One woman said she µsually
notices because her husband works
in men's wear, but added, "Maybe
I'm too old. "'
One man took it a step further,
saying that if the student had not
been wearing underwear, he would
hav~ noticed.
After another woman was told
about the open fly , she asked, ''Can
we do that againT'

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
Personal Injury and Wrongful D eath
D efective Product Injuries
Criminal.Law

Initial <;onsultation
available without charge
~~ru,,~

Gt

••

RUMS OF PUERTO RICO

Dr·~~ ~UM, 80AND 1 51PR~F,@ 1982, DON Q IMPOR~S , HARTFORD, CONN .

· 16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342
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EveryJ>~ deserves a chance

to make it on their own. Everybody.

Help our colleges cope with inflation.
The money you giye may decide whether
Iin to be or not to be.
-William Shakespeare
Poet, Actor, Playwright

As inflation forces colleges to spend
millions of extra dollars on lighting
and heating and maintenance there
will be less and less money for
engineering and science .. . and
literature .
So please give generously. And
help preven t the greatest
Shakespearean tragedy of all: the
neglect of my plays.

•

The National Urban League is dedicated to achieving equal opportunity
for all. And you can help. Contact your local Urban League or write:

· @

r.t!'I

~Ji~~

National Urban L~ague

-

500 East '62nd Street
New York, N. Y. 10021

j

&dPJ Give t.o the college .
ofyourchoice.
~·
Co uncil fo r Fina~cial A id to Edu cario n, Inc.
680 F1frh Avenue , New York, N Y 100 19

. .

A Public Service ofTh is Newspaper & The Adverti sing Council

t:F r:i!I

AE ~2

A public se rvice of rhi s newspa pe r
and The Ad verr ising Counci l.

•

Hot Sandw;iches ·

Monday
25¢Draft .
81.75 Pitcher S.11

CARRIE NA_TION'S
TAVERN
,

Tuesday . ·
We now have
long neck
Buds.

All Imports 81.00

•

Wednesday
Michelob&
Michelob lite
85¢ Bottles

Thursday
·L adies Nite Free Draft
For Lildies S.10
D-J & Dancing

·Special Discounts
Day&~ite

Friday
81.0.0offany
Pitcher S.11

-Saturday
HappyHourS.11
D-J&Dandng

Sunday

*Speeial: Happy Hour
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til 7 ·
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297

: AllDay&Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers

ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS

WATTS!

-!-

)If

10000001

y·ou SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
.·vouR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
. :· '. ..ABOUT WHERE .YOU CAN GO TO BEST
·····:
USE THOSE SKILLS.

Every
Monday ·
New Wave ·
RockNRoll

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHeT.s a civil service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)'
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

NOT VALID FOR SPECIAL EVENTS.
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Learning through doing . This issue concludes the Future's 15th spring term of
publication and, as usual, the year-end editorial brings a
few observations.
The goals we set for the Future this year really weren't
particularly lofty. Our purpose was to return UCF's student newspaper to the university-to cover the events
here at home that we felt-mattered most to the majority
of our readers.
At times, some confused this goal as an attempt to give
the paper a more public relations-oriented tone. What
many do not understand is that when one casts light' on ·
something, one often fiµds bad as well as gQod things
hiding in the dark.
A student newspaper should never be a public relations
arm of the university or college it serves. A student
newspaper is a training ground, a learning experience, for
those who hope to pursue a career ip journalism. The
Future has never pretended to be anything else.
All journalists are humans and · all humans make
mistakes. It seems to be the nature of things that
humans who are students tend to make a few more. As
editor in chief of the Future I've made a few mistakes
this year, as have the people who worked under me. an
important aspect of this revelation is- that these err_ors
were made in good faith and they were correCted to the
·best of our staff'.s abilities.
rhe most crucial element of all, however, is that we
leal'Iled from our ~stakes .
Knowledge isn't something one acquires strictly in a
· classroom, it is fought for just as heartily on the front
lines of real life experiences. With knowledge comes integrity and integrity can be found in a soup kitchen as
a physics class. .
well
The point is that learning is like feeling your way
through a darkened hallway-occasionally you're bound
to crack your shin on a chair or a. bookcase.
The true test of character is whether or not you continue your journey.
·
The journey at the Future is completed for some
members of our staff..Kathleen Foronda, Mike West and
Larry Thompson will be moving on to, we hope, bigger
and much better things. They have my undying respect
and admiration for the selfless, unflinching work they
gave to their newspaper and their university.
To the rest of the staff I offer my appreciation for the
}.lard work they devoted to making the paper as sue- ·
cessful as it has been. We are indeed one staff working for
·
one goal-the betterment of UCF.

as

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before _
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a
60-spaced line and should
not be more than 250 words
in length. All letters must be
signed with the author's
phone number to be consi der-ed for publication.
Under
certain
ciicumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request .
. All letters are subject , to
editing.
· Some letters may be
designated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of the writer. All sub·
mitted material becomes the
copyrighted ·property of the
Future newspaper.

From our readers
Evaluations should be seen after grades finaliz~d
Editor:
This semester in - the
Biological Sciences College,
student evaluation~ of faculty and courses were returned tO faculty members
before grades were assigned.
In my opinion, this practice
is very ·unfair to those students who view class evalua·
tions as an opportunity to·
offer praise or criticism. Once
a professor has read the
candid, honest opinions of a

class, he or she can't help but
be influenced by, those
remarks. This can especially
be a problem in classes wh~re
grades are determined .by
subjective criteria, such as
the attitude or enthusiasm of
the student.
Most faculty in the
department of Biological
Sciences realized the potential conflict and have returned
the unopened evaluations to

the department secretary
until the end of the
semester. However, they
were not required to, take
this action.
I encourage the students
in all departments to refuse
to fill out faculty evaluation
forms until they are assured
that this information will.
not be disseminated until
after professors have complete~ their grades:
.
M. Rebecca Bolt

Summer grads should be includ~ in commenceinent
It was brought to my at·
Editor:
In the April 15 issue of the tention by UCF Registrar
Dan Chapman that between
Future, there appeared a
600 and 800 students anstatement · of gratitude for
nually will complete degree
the administration's deci·
requirements during the
sion to recognize students
summer- sessions. Many of
individually at graduation
ceremonies (Administration
these students will be accepearns grad's respect.) I too - ting job offers and going to
commend "the Big House"
graduate schools and won't
on their actions, but why not
be able to return for a fall
take ''accent on the ingraduation.
dividual'' one step further?
Of course the perfect

situation would be to simply
have a·summer graduation ·
for those students, but last
year's Student -Government
sold its soul on thE: issue and
agreed with th43 administration not to hold another
·summer graduation.
Although .this is unfortunate, there are other alternatives. Three weeks ago the
15th student senate passed
a resolution introduced by

Future recognizes staff achievements an<J thanks its readers

l

Public opinion is stronger than the legislature, and nearly
88 strong 88 the t.en commandments.
Charles Dudley Wamer

I
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Once again, the inevitable
end of the . semester has
finally arrived. We at the
Future would like to thank
you, our readers, for your
support and interest in your
school newspaper. Putting a
newspaper , together every
week is not as easy as the
finished product makes it
seem. We would also like to
take this opportunity . to
. thank-the Future staff for a
tremendous .job they per·
.formed throughout the year.
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by <?arl McKnight

Commencement----'-----from pages Spanky
Sen. Janet Bush and myself
to allow those students who
need nine hours or less to
complete degree
requirements and have
registered to complete those
requirements during the
summer, to participate in
commencement excercises
the previous spring:
Champman informed me it
is not administration policy
to acknowledge persons in a
commencement excercise
who have not completed
degree requirements.
There is a possibility for
abuse and I don't deny that.
The situation is one of

choosing the lesser of two
evils. Either we do not
recognize a student who has
dedicated four or more years
to a college degree, or we
recognize a student who
may never complete degree
requirements. Either way,
steps can be taken to ensure
that no one ever receives a
dipfoma without completing
the requirements.
I urge the administration
to carefully look at the advantages of this plan until
funds are available to have a
· proper summer graduation.
Otherwise, stop preaching
"accent on the individual."
Sen. Timothy R. Skaggs

Future summer publication dates:
· May 13, 27, June 10, 24, July 8, 15
The Future will be accepting applications for summer
· positions in
following departments:

the

Editorial:
Entertainment Editor
News, Sports, Entertainment Reporters
:photographers

Business
Ad Representatives
Production Assistants
H you're interested in making some extra money or
getting some good journalistic experience, come by and
fill out an application or call 275-2865.

-

Campus Close-up

SOME OF THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
WORK FOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.

A contemporary look at co'llege life in America.
A major dormitory .fire at
the University of Southern
Colorado was preceded by a~
series of small fires in campus
residence halls, but officials
say they don't know if there's
any connection between the
fires. The major blaze injured
33 students and severely
damaged one floor of the
dorm. The fire is believed to
be arson.

.and making others, such as.
clerical work, much simpler.
Most people .affect.eel by industrial shifts won't . need
strong math and science
skills, say Levin and Rumberger, but will need strong
general
education
backgrounds to help them
learn quickly on the job.

The American Civil Liberties Union is backing a
Student Senate lawsuit
against Grand Valley State
Colleges for refusal to permit
the showing of "Inserts," an
X-rated film. The suit will be
filed in federal district court,
to initially seek a court injunction allowing the Student
Senate to use activity fee·
money to order and show the
film. The administration
refused to approve a showing
last fall.

High technology will
reduce, not increase, the
number of high skill jobs, say·
Stanford University researchers Henry M. Levin and
Russell W. Rumberger. Their
analysis of labor data shows
high-tech oceupations will account for only 7 percent of the
new jobs created between
1978 and 1990. At the same
time, · computers .will be
elminating some skilled
positions, such as drafting,

i'

It's being done by
people like Madeline
Mitza and Theresa
Barbieri .
They met when
Madeline was in treatment for breast cancer
and Theresa was the
volunteer who drove
her to her therapy op~oi ntments. Now, Ii ke
heresa, Madeline is
br i n~ing he lp and hope
to ot ers as a Reach to
Re.covery vo Iu nteer.
The work in the lab
must continue. So must
the w ork outside. We
need your help.-

THE
COST·
SHARE
OFUYING

!
9

Give to the
American Cancer Society

This space contributed as a public service.

......,,......................................................................................................................................................
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j.STUDENT·GOV':T
-r· OFFERS

LEGAL SERVICES

Student Government seeks to provide
students at- the University of Central
Florida with legai services in matters affec. ting their welfare as students. Services ·
Got Problems with: , provided include landlord-tenant, con·Landlords
sumer, and discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and
Insurance
~ name change transactions.
Contracts
f
Our program offers legal advice, co:µThe Police?
: sultation and document drafting free Qf
· charge to students in need of services: Call
• .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... 275-2538 or stop by SC 210 for more infor. mation or an ap~intment.
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j · Azeem Hairstyling
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7213 i~~:::rd Rd\.. .. ... .
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Bill 15-47
Finwicial Reorganization Act of 1983

Senator Spraker and K. Johnson introduced this bill amending the
Senate Finance Code. The major change .to the Finance Code is the
establishment of a Travel, Clubs, and Organizations committee which
will handle student organizations small requests, and thus free the
Senate to concentrate on more pressing concerns of. the Student Body.

Bill 15-48
Re-Allocating Funds to the American Chemical Society

Chainnan Stan Halbert to allocate $156.46 to the ACS. This money is
a re&llocation of monies previously allocated to the Organization.

~

~~
~

Resolution 15-2

2

Natural Preserve System

~
® ·~

•

•

Authorized by Luci Johnson it supports the proposal of Dr. Stout for '
the creation of a Natural Preserve System on UCF campus.

•
Respectfully Su"Qmitted
Dave Kiser
Pro Tempore Senate

273-!313. @REDKEN ;
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OUR BOOK
CAN'T HELP YOUR
·GRADES, ,
BUT IT CAN HELP YOU
STAY IN SCHOOL.
\X.' hik )'lll1'n: rrying rll makl' ir rlm1ugh
sc.:h11ul. rhl' hiH rhing yuu m·L'd rll \1\1rry ahuur is
huw rP pay rhl' hills. Sll srllp 11·11rrying ;111,I gl'r rhl'
111\llll'Y )'llll lll'L'd ll'irh a rl11rida t:L·,IL'raJ C.!uafanrel'd
Srudl'nt Lllan. WL' makL· 11111rl' Ciuafanfl'L'd Sru,k·nr
Luans rhan anyh11dy L'ISl' in rhl· S1nirhl.'asr. Mllrl', in
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Hate list
puts bite
on sum.mer
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

Most things don't bother me.
Knowing that a couple of people in
high places have the power to
detonate the world whenever they
feel like it may be depressing, but
it's nothing to dwell on. I can even
stomach the Pro Bowlers Tour. And
while frozen pizza has no redeeming
social value, I'm still willing to let it
exist for the sake of those people ·
who likewise lrave no redeeming
social value.
In fact, I Gan count the things I
can't stand . on the fingers of one
hand. They are, in order: May, June,
July, August and September; commonly known i~ these parts as ''the
summer.''
Most peopl.e . like the summer. I

hate it. I hate th~ heat, I hate the
humidity.
I hate it when the air-conditioner
breaks on Friday and you can't get
anyb«?dY to fix it until Monday.
I hate it when you take a shower and can't tell if you're toweling off
water or fresh sweat.
Things get worse when you step
outside and walk to the car. You
start, feeling fresh and ready to face
the day. By the time you've .completed the seven or .eight steps,
you're bathed in sweat. Then you
burn your hand on the car door handle. Then when you open th_e door
you're greeted with a blast of steam
normally reserved for things like
volcanic eruptions.

clothes, stand up, sit or lie down.
I also hate the beach. I hate the
wet sand that gets 4t your bathing
suit and the oil that washes up on
shore ana attaches itself to your
feet. And I hate having to clean the
mess out of the car after a day of
this "fun in the sun."
But most of all I hate the TV and
radio weathermen-those guys who
make brilliant statements like,
"Should ·hit 95_ today-the kind of
weather joggers dream of!"

tlleen Samelson/Future
And, at least once a summer
(usually a pleasant 98-degree day),
the car freon runs out. This results
I hate feeling obligated to waste
in an extremely nasty situation in untold hours "getting a tan,'' while
which the sweat on the back of your the latest Michener book goes
shirt seals you to the seat, thus re- unread. To me "tan" means ·
quiring a tow to the nearest hospital "pain" -indirectly of course-via
where you and your car seat can be '.' sunburn." I hate looking like a fire
. truck and not being able to wear
surgically separated.

At least this proves one
thing-the weatherman has n~ver
run farther than from his couch to
his refrigerator. Real joggers like it
clear and crisp ·and 45, or maybe
cloudy and dreary and 60-when a
five-mile run is truly exhilarating.
People always say: "Don't ~om
plain. If you don't like the weather
go back · where you came from." I
think I'll take them up on that suggestion this year. Anybody lcnow
how hot it gets in Fort Lauderdale? ·

1. On March 31, 1964. the Beatles became the flrst
group In music history to hove five songs In the
Billboard Top Five. Name three of them.
"She loves You," " Con'! Buy Me Love ," " Twist and
Shout," " I Want to Hold Your Hand," "Please Please

Me."
2. What Is Ringo Starr's real name?
Richard Starkey
3. In 1969, John Lennon changed his middle name to
Ono. What was II before tha t?
Winston
. 4. Who was the Beatles' drummer? (He was fired In
1962.)
Pete Best
5. What.was the first solo album released by a Beatie?

Trivia contest
winner chosen ·

"Wonderwall Music" by George Harrison In 1968. "The
Family Way," released In 1967, was McCortney's
soundtrack arrangement, not considered a solo LP.
6. Who was the youngest Beatie?
George Harrison

The Future and 21st Century
Theater congratulate Pamela
Johnson, a UCF junior, on winning
the Beatles Trivia Contest (Future,
April 8).
The overwhelming response included several correct entries, which
were put in a hat for a drawing.
Pamela was selected to win two free
passes to "A Hard Day's Night."
The answers to th~ quiz are listed
here: ·

.on
Record

"Eliminator"
Z.Z. Top
In terms of production quality and
consistency,
Z.Z.
Top's
"Eliminator" is arguably their best
album to date.
·
Basing their music on the premise
that less is more, Billy Gibbons,
Dusty Hill and Frank Beard have
asssembled 11 hew tunes that run

7. What movie did John Lennon film In 1966?
"How I Won the War''
8. What was the first Beatles' song to feature the' sitar?
"Norwegian Wood"

9.

What was the last album the Beatles recorded
•
together?

"Abbey Rood;" "Let II Be" was recorded earlier but
released later
10. Who was the Beatles' first manager?

Charles Lewis, David Ohanian, Samuel Pilafian, Lawrence Isaacson
and Roll Smedvig.

Worldly music
The internationally-known Em:
pire Brass Quintet will be at UCF
April 27. The quintet will present
a free master class at 3:30 p.m. in
the Music Rehearsal Hall and a

concert at 7:30 p.m. in the .Student Center Auditorium. They
will perform music' by Albinoni,
Bach, Schumann, Bernstein and
Gershwin. Admission · is $5 for
students, $10 for the public.

Brian Epstein •

Rush's of this world.
On their new album, ''Kilroy W a·s
Here," Styx takes aiJilil at the
Religious Right-the J~try Falwells
and the Jesse Helmses who know
what is "right" for America-and, if
given the chance, will force their
morality dowrt the throats of the
rest of us.
Kilroy is thrown in jail when Dr.
Righteous' Majority for Musical
Morality gains enough power to
hav~ rock 'n' roll outlawed. Kilroy
escapes disguised as a Japanese
robot that is used to enforce the new
morality code. The album tells the
story of his efforts to bring back
rock 'n' roll.
Songs like "High Time", "Cold
"Kilroy Was Here"
War" and "Heavy Metal
. Styx
Poisoning'' all tell the tale of oppression in grand theatrical Styx style.
Some rock bands critics don't like.
In the end, rock 'n' roll wins out.
One is Styx. Too bad. They The freedom to rock, like the
shouldn't be lumped together with freedom to speak, is precious, and
so-called "facel~ss" bands like should not be taken for granted. It's
R.E.O.
a good thing Styx is around to reStyx songs are important' songs. mind us what's worth fighting for.
They leave the incoherent ramblings
by Wayne Starr
of mythological mystery to the
Future staff

the gamut from teeth-grinding rock ter than "that little ol' band from
to musty Texas blues to inverted Texas."
by Larry Thompson
Southern funk.
Entertainment editor
·
Producer Bill Ham has managed
to provide a balanced mix of Beard's
artfully basic ~rhythm tracks and
Gibbons' fiery lead.riffs in a straight
ahead album that crackles like a
smoking grease fire from beginning .
to end.
· Any one of the five tracks on side
one could be a hit, especially
"Gimme All Your Lovin," "Got Me
Under Pressure'' and ''I Got the
Six.''
Side two is more experimental,
with cuts like the lament of ''TV
Dinners" and the offbeat "Thug."
Good time shuffle rock abounds in
''If I Could Only Flag Her Down,''
and "Bad Girl" is a closing tune
that practically begs the listener to
play the album again.
In an era of hell-.for-leather power
trios, it's good to know that the
basic blues-rock style has not been
overlooked. And n<? one does it bet-
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Coming Attractions ...
for and use· satellite technology.
Daily rates for attendance are
available and full-time students
can attend for $25 per day. The
conference continues through
April 27. For details, call Dr.
Kerry Joels ~t (202) 357-2828.

Coastal Culture

The Trocks Are Coming _

At the Movjes
'Monty' Python's The Meaning of Life' I

I I I I I I I I I I I

eThe Southern Ballet Theatre
presents the comedic genius of
''Les Ballets Trockaderos de
Monte Carlo," April 26, at 8
p.m. in the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Centre. Tickets for the
Trocks are $15, $12.50 and. $7.50
at the Carr Box Office.
•Another Sunday Brunch at the
Ballet will take place April 17,
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m: at the SBT
headquarters at 976 Orange
Ave., Winter Park. Admission is
$5. For reservations call
628-0133.

to start imposing roles on it, don't
you think?"
And a musical number, "Every
fo "Monty Python's The Meaning Sperm is Sacred,'' is better than
of Life,'' Graham Chapman, John anything in Annie or any other reCleese, Terry Gillam, Eric Idle, cent musical for that matter.
As in most of the Python films,
Terry · Jones and Michael Palin do
what they do best-insult, disgust sometimes ideas do not transfer to
the screen successfully. Parts three
and totally amuse their audience.
Muslcal Laffs
and
four, "Fighting Each Other"
Most of the gags in ''The Meaning
and
"Middle
Age,"
are
diverting
at
of Life" are so revoltingly funny
Theatre On Park opens its latest
that when the film drags, the au· best, but director Terry Jones suc- production, "The Boyfriend,"
dience can reflect on what just ceeds with most of his -timing. This April 25. This Broadway hit
grossed them out or anticipate being Monty Python film has the polished !rom the '50s is Sandy Wilson's
look of an expensive .Hollywood
grossed out again.
spoof of musical comedies from
"The Meaning of Life" is divided movie.
the '20s. The show runs through
The men of Monty Python.do pull
in.t o six parts. The first two parts,
June 18. For reser\rations call
off
the crudest joke in recent movie
"The Meaning of Birth" arid
TOP, 645-5757.
history. Giving it away would not be
' ~ Growth and Learning," are the
fair
to those who have not seen this
funniest. When the mother of a newjovial
triumph of a film. Let's just
born baby asks, "Is it a boy or a
say
it
involves an uncontrollably
girl?" in ·the opening segment, the
an~ regurgitation.
obese
man
doctor snaps back, "It's a little early
by Rod Durham
Future s1alf

SUNSA'JrJIONAJL ~

The Maitland Art Center is
sponsoring a three-day workshop
and field trip to Cedar Key,
April 29-30 and May 1. Bob
Eginton, photojournalist for
"Newsweek," "Time" and
"Life" magazines, will conduct
the trip. Cost for the workshop
is $50. For more information,
call the Art Center, 645-2181.

I~

Concert

• Rockola: Rock Superbowl 17,
with Journey, Aerosmith, Bryan
Adams and·Sammy Hagar,
starts at 3 p.m., April 23, in the
T-Bowl. Tickets are still $15.75
and ~vailable you-know-where.

Tess Came Later
If you liked "Psycho": The Loch

SUNSATIONAL'
- - - HOW ELSE CAN WE
DESCRIBE THESE SAVINGS
ON CLASSIC RAY -BAN
SUNGLASSES?
WHEN YOU BUY RAY-BAN
YOU BUY THE BEST
AND NOW ONLY AT
OPTICAL OUTLETS THE
LOWEST PRICE - - EVER!
A STYLE FOR EVERY
MAN OR WOMAN

NEED PRESCR IPTI ON GLASSES ?
BRI NG YO UR PR ESC RIPTION TO
OPT ICA L OUTLET S FOR TH E
FINEST PREC ISIO N GR OUND
LENSES THE .FINEST FASHION
FRAMES COMPLETE
BAUSCH & LOMB'S NEWEST
HOT· STYLE

CLASSIC AVIATOR STYLE

SUNGLASSES
GREAT LOOKING METAL FRAMES
IN THE RAKISH FLYER STYLE
LENS SIZES
FROM SMALL
TO LA RGE

SATCOM '83, the third annual
satellite users conference, begins
April 24 at the Hyatt Orlando.
High tech satellite industry experts will explain how to plan

~:~/·~
· ~·
.-~1

2 5 ·9 9
s39,99

$

Beam Me Up

•Chairman of the Board: Blues
great B. B. King, with special
guest Bobby Blue Bland, will ap·
pear at the Bob Carr, April 23,
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12.50 at
the usual Centroplex outlets.
• H20: Hall and Oates bring
their musical extravaganza to
the Orange County Covention/Civic Center, May· 14, at 8
p.m. Tickets are $10.75 reserved
and 'are available at the Civic
Center and Select-a-Seat outlets.

. SINGLE VISION . s49 00
Bl FOCALS
s 59 00
TRIFOCALS
s5900 ·

•
WINGS SUNGLASSES
s47,99

Haven Filni Group presents two
chillers from outlaw director,
Roman Polanski. "Repulsion,"
starring Catherine Deneuve, and
"Knife in the Water" should
keep those nerves tingling. The
features start at 8 p.m., April 22
and 23. Admission at the Art
Center Box Office is $2.

'

~s'

~v

CATARACT LENSES NOT INCLUDED

Spinach Salads

.TQ

OUTDOORS MAN
OUTDOORSMAN AM BERMATIC
ANO OUTOOORSMAN 11

S31.99 ro s39,9·9

Orders to go

Beer&Wine

J

~\) "'\

Now Serving

OPTICAL
OUTLETS
FACTORY OUTLET MALL
5401 WEST OAK RIDGE RD.
ORLANDO

Home Made
Soups

Chicken & Fish
Sandwiches·

TaeoS.lads

Drive Thru
Window
~78-9527

Open Fri& Sat
Tll 2am
443 N. Semoran Blvd.
Corner 436 and Aloma

•
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Sports week
D~Franco

wins a thriller

Tars rip UCF in showdown
by Lee Lemer
Sports editor

The UCF men's tennis team closed
out its regular season Tuesday afternoon at UCF with an emotional,
7-2, loss to crosstown rival Rollins
College. The Knights' final record is
16-12.
The only two wins for the Knights
came from No. 1 seed Mike DeFranco
who defeated Brian Talgo, 6-3, 4-6,
6-4, and Troy McQuagge who ripped
Rob Bates, 6-1, 6-1, in the second

seed.
DeFraaco's victory was the
highlight · of the day. He battled
Talgo for almost two hours before a
partisan UCF crowd of about 100.
DeFranco played.the match with approximately 14 stitches in his head
because of a car accident he was involved in over the weekend. Playing
the match with a white cloth bandage wrapped around .his head,
DeFranco kept Talgo off-guard using· a strong backhand and an occasional underhanded serve, but Talgo
proved to be a fiesty competitor ui{til DeFranco put him away in the
third set.

Although DeFranco said he was
pleased with his own perfor~ance,
he admitted that the injury weakened him on the court. ''I was really
weak out there. But I could get
psyched up to play Rollins even if I
had two broken legs," he said.
UCF head co-ach Ed Krass called
DeFranco's performance excellent,
and added that most players would
not have even attempted to come
out here with that kind of injury.
"Mike's performance was gutsy.
He should have been in his grave or ·
in his bed, but he tried and tried and
he came through," Krass said. "I
didn't even expect him to be out on
the court."
Krass said that McQuagge was at
the best playing level of his collegiate career in his victory against
Bates.
Rollins' head coach Norm
Copeland praised UCF's effort and.
said that the matches were closer
.than the score indicated.
In the third seed singles action,
the Tars' Mark Gabriel topped Mike
Barrett in straight sets, 6-3, 6-4. The
fourth seed was also taken by
Rollins in straight sets as Dave

Vinson has the push
to power Knight ·Club
by Dan Russo
Future sports

He may not be a Reggie Jackson or
a Mike Schmidt, but UCF shortstop
Butch Vinson has one thing in common with both major league players,
and that's home runs.
Twelve times this year, the 6-foot,
180-pound Vinson has sent opposing
outfi~lders charging to the fences in
vain.
With his 12th home run against
St. Leo on April 9, Vinson set a new
UCF record . for home runs in a
season. He surpassed the old recQrd
of 11 set by· Sam Nattile last year.
Vinson, a junior from Lady Lake,
Fla., said the record gives him a
sense of accomplishment more than
anything else. He admits though,
that his home run total this season
has been a bit of a surprise. "I didn't
think I woUld hit as many (home
runs) because I'm basically a line

t You
y?

drive hitter," Vinson said. He said
he's hitting the ball so well this
year mainly because he sits back
and waits for the right pitch.
· UCF head coach Jay Bergman has
also been pleasantly surprised by
Vinson's home run total. "He really
has surprised us with his pow~r;''
Bergman said. ''Vinson's a big RB I
man for us. He has the ability to get
the team back into the ball game
with one swing of the. bat,"
Bergman added.
Besides his team-and conferenceleading home run figure, Vinson is
batting .269 with 43 runs batted in
43 games played. He also has a slugging percentage of .667, with 25 of
his 42 hits going for extra bases.
In addition to those statistics, Vinson has scored 34 runs for th.e
Knights this spring and has stolen

euRGER

KING

Ann Ransom/Future

Knights' Butch Vinson defies the st~reotyped image of infielders not being power hitters.

Feher beat Tony Snoeyenbos, 6-3,
6-2. The Tars' Brian Morrissey
defeated Dave Chafe in three sets,
6-0, 3-6, 6-1, in the fifth seed and
Rollins' BK Cody took the sixth
seed in straight sets over Greg
Buoni, 6-0, 6-2.
In the doubles, Rollins number
one team of Morrissey and Feher
. outbattled McQuagge and Chafe in
three sets 7-5, 4-6, 6-3. In the second
doubles seed, Talgo and J3ates topped Barrett and Snoeyenbos in three
sets, 1-6, 6-4, 6-4. The third doubles
team of Gabriel and Cody defeated
the Knights' DeFranco and Buoni,
7-5, 6-1.
"I was a little disappointed with
the loss," Krass said. "But we battlEJleen Samelson/Future
Mike DeFranco
ed them down to the bitter end.,,
UCF went into the match ranked
number 10 nationally in Divfsion II. August 8. The camp will feature the
DeFranco is still ranked as the No. 1 instruction of Krass and DeFranco
player in the South in Division II and is open to juniors and adults of all
and No. 3 in the country in Division ability levels.
The camp is designed to raise funds
II.
for
the men's program for the 1983-84
Summ~r tennis c~p to be offered
school year.
·For further information contact
UCF will hold its first Summer
Tennis Camp on May 30 through .Krass at 275-2027 or 282-8129.

Knights will
face Biscayne
this weekend
by Lee Lemer
Sports editor

UCF's baseball team hosts Sunshine State Conference opponents
Biscayne College this weekend in a
three-game homestand.
The Knights will pitch
righthanders Tom Foy today and
Mark Miller tomorrow. Head
coach 'Jay ·Bergman has not decided
who will pitch Sunday.
On April 15, the Rollins Tars
trounced the Knights, 6-0 at UCF,
Pam Glmson/Future
behind the four-hit, eight-inning
pitching performance of Roger
Butch Vinson 'brings it home again
Vierra. John Flynn took the loss for
I
the }\nights.
three bases in four attempts. He has
The next day at Rollins, the Tars'
also collected 18 bases on balls and Rich Dvorak .silenced the Knight
compiled 104 total bases on the bats again, hurling a four-hit, eightseason. On the negative side,
strikeout, comple~e game masterhowever, Vinson has struck out 20 piece as the Tars topped UCF, 1-0.
times so far this season.
Miller's losing performance was
overshadowed
in that contest as he
Despite his hitting success, Vin~lso
hurled
a
four-hitter.
According
son has had to make some ·ad- ·
to
Bergman,
Miller's
effort
was the
justments in his play this year,
best
pitching
performance
the
team
especially on defense. This year he
has had all year. Offensively for the
was switched from third base to Knights in the game, catcher Jim
shortstop, a position he had never Hawkins went two for three.
played before, but Vinson doesn't
Bergman said he was surprised
seem to mind the change. ''I like to see his team get shut out back to
playing short," he said. "I've made back. "I didn't think anybody could
few errors, but I'm having to shut us out twice in-a-row, but they
adjust." According· to Vinson,
threw well to our weaknesses.''
coach Bergman has been his biggest
Despite the consecutive shut outs,
help this year, especially with his ad- he said there will be no real ch~nges
justment at shortstop and with his in the line-up fqr this weekend's
hitting.
series. He said that he thinks the
bats are going to liven up against
Even though he has added some
Biscayne, feeling that the team was ·
power to his bat this year, Vinson
s'till feels he can improve on his hit- swinging a little tentatively against
. ting. "I want to get more base hits, Rollins .
The last time Foy pitched he was
and I can do that if I sit back on the
ball and don't hit it so hard," he
Baseball, page 1~
said.
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Water skiing team shows

.well in ·state championships
In addition to the excellent showing
in this state championship, the men's
team also placed five members on the

by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

•

Florida Stat.e National All-star team.
On that team for UCF were: Waitt,
placing third in the slalom and fifth in
the jumping. W Sitt is also the captain
of the All-star team. John Gelles
placed fourth in slalom; Adam Perry
is
second in tricks; jeff Garner is four:
Rollins College . took first place
th
in tricks; and Guy Paisacki is third
overall and Florida Southern College
in
jumping.
placed second. The competition
featured the top five college t.eams in
For the women's All-star team only
the stat.e. Rounding out the field were
Florida Stat.e University and the Jochim is listed, placing second in
. slalom, second in tricks and fourth in
University of South Florida.
jumping.

The UCF wat.er skiing t.eam finished
up its season on April 16 and 17 by
taking third place overall in the men's
and women's Florida Stat.e Championships.

In the men's competition, UCF captured first place ahead of Florid~
Southern and Rollins. According to
t.eam captain Ken W aitt, the overall
depth of the team gave them the first.
place finish. In fact, the men's t.eam
placed only one skier in the top three
.p ositions for the day. Jeff Gamer took
third in both the tricks and jumping
ca~gories.

The women's team finished third in
'its competition. The only top finisher
for the women was Marcia Jochim.
She finished first in tricks and third in
jumping. Waitt described Jochim as
an "ou.t standing skier," but added
that the team could use some help and
said that, "There must be some good
skiers (on campus) who are not
coming out.''

As for next year, Waitt said he is
looking forward to many new faces
coming in. Among those for the
women's team are Brenda May,
currently the Girls National Overall
Champion for the American Water
Ski Association. May is a graduating
senior at DeLand High School. Also
Karen Cicora, another nationally
ranked skier, will be joining the team
in the fall.
The big new name for the men's
team this fall will be Butch Allen.
Although he's been enrolled at UCF
since January of this year, he will not
become eligible to ski until the fall.
Last year Allen won the men's
national tournament in the slalom
category. Allen was recently featured
in an article "in the national magazine

World Water Skiing.

Adam Perry displays the form that makes him the number two trick skier in
Florida. "We have a gi:eat team. We're not like other teams-we worlt t_o gether
daily," he said. Perry is one of the five members on the UCF team who placed
on the Florid~ State National All-star team.
With these added recruitments, provement he's foreseeing, he said it
Waitt .said next fall's team stand$. an is possible.
excellent chance of going to the ·
nationals held at Northeast Louisiana
Waitt says the men's jumping team
University in mid-October. Only the is its weakest event, but said that,
top two collegiate teams from Florida ''Thanks to the UCF Student Goverwill advance to the nationals.
nment for budgeting money for a new
He realizes it will take a great effort jump, our performance should imfrom both the men and women to acprove enough to be competitive with
complish this feat, but with the im- other schools:'' ·

Crew team travels
to By-Pass Canal
race in Tampa
by Leslie deZwart
Future sports

The UCF men's and women's crew
teams traveled to Miami on April 9
for the Miami International Regatta
held on Biscayne Bay.
UCF faired well against their competitors, coming in second in the
women's lightweight eight, varsity

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,00p career-oriented job, ;\merican
Expr~s

would like to offer you the American Express" Card.
What are we?
Crazy?
·
No, confident. Confident of your future. Bur even more than that. We're
·
confident of you now. And we're pmving it.
A $10,000 j(1b promise. That's it_. No string-. No gimmicks. And this offer is .
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
_ Well, if you're planning a trip aero ·s mun try l~r amun~ th~ world, the .
·
American Express Card is a r~(li help. Get plane rickets with 1t. Then use It for
hotels and restaurdntS all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, iust go to any American Expre ·s·Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
Of course, the Card also helps you
establish your credit hi ·rory. And it's great
·for restaurants and shopping right at home.
. So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college book ·tore ornn campus bulletin hoards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it~"

Look for an application on campus.

eight, varsity four and FreshmanJ
novice four. The men's freshman/
novice four and eight came in second
and the· men's lightweight and heavy
four came in third.
Last week the crew participated in
the Governor's Cup Regatta in
Melbourne. Although first place
eluded UCF, the team got three second places, three third places, two
. fourth places and one fifth place.
One of the closest races of the day
was the women's JV eight, with
UCF coming in second to FIT by
four-tenths of a second. "Even
though the men's varsity eight came
in a close fourth, the team rowed one
of its best races of the year," coach
Dennis Kamrad said.
.
This weekend the crew will be in
the state race at the bypass canal off
Route 301 in Tampa. Races begin at
11 a.m.

Baseball- from page 13
shelled for 11 runs over six innings
by Rollins. Despite that game, he is
still statistically the Knights' top pitcher with a 6-2 record and seven
complete games in nine starts this
year.
Game time today is 3

p.m.

•
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TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CRIME
~-H.

IUIPlAN

• Delmonico
Steak

Education1l Center

There IS a difference!!!

* Scungilli
Fradiavolo

Course

* Chicken
Cacciatore

Cooked
To
Order

* Spaghetti

Class Starting

LSAT
GMAT
LSAT

• Homemade
. Cheesecake

Apr30
May1
May17 .

__...
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

10%
discount ·

We reserve the right lo cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll !or details
Oays, Evening, or Weekends

forUCF
students
with l.D.

678-8400 .

12309 E. Colonial Dr.
·~ Mi. E. of Alafaya Tri.

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

<!LASSIFIED
help wanted

· foi: sale
1976 KZ400 Motorcycle 12,000 mi. Good
condition. $500.00. Includes Bell helmet,
repair manual, extras. Call Rita at 277-8654.

Students--fantastlc money--your business,
your hours. Outdoors, comlete guide, $9.45.
Write Ideas, PO Box 31 , Stone Harbr NJ 08247

C.B. surfboard, 5'-6", twin fin, channel bottom, good condition, $125. Contact Jim at
275-4135 wkdays or at 831-8733 on weekends.

Home cleaners needed. Flex. hrs. $3.50/•
to start. Cali 671-7463, leave name & nl
ber w/ answering svc.

Yamaha 400 bik;198o, 8300 mil, mag. , Fitness Instructors (Summer C) noon Aqua
wheels new rear tire, new battery, win- Dymanlcs, aerobic dance. 3.50/hr. apply
dshield, 2 helmets, excellent engine, rec services x-2408.
luggage rack, cardinal red, 60mpg, $950.
RECEPTIONIST· SECRETARY POSITION. Temp.Cail 275-1506.
May 1 through end of Aug. 8:30-5:30 Tues.
through Sot. $3.50 per hour. Need accurate
Why not buy instead of rent! 2 bdrm, 2 bth
typing. On the job training provided. Conmobile home w/screen room. 1 mi. N. of UCF
tact Sheri or Bonnie at Parker Boat Co. 8981n adult com. wltennls, pool, mini-golf club
1l111.
·
house avail. $23,900. Ph. 365-7079.
'67 Plymouth Fury engine runs great. Auto,
air, radio. $500 or best offer. call 275-4105.
Television - 15" SONY with remote control,
very good condition. Call _277-1838.
. ACCORD-LX hatchback, 1978 , 5HONDA
spd. Air, AM/FM w/ tape deck and shade kit.
Garage kept. $4000. Coil 275-5200.
Beautiful Oriental silk carpet. 440 knots per
'inch, 5 ft. by 3 ft. Reasonably priced. Contact 282-5684.
, .:imous artist's residence, Lk. Harney, 1h
acre, 2br/2bth, $79,000, 671-2458, 349;5353.

roommates

for rent
cOndo on Cocoa Bch. May 8-15. Tennis &
racquetball, 2 pools, lounge, $195. For
more info, 671-0697.
Apt for rent eff. May 8. Only one left 2 bed/1
bath. across from UCF. 275-3439.
3 bedroom 2 bath apartments and large 2
bedroom 2 bath apartments available
June and September. Will be brand new
units 3 bedroc:>m units $520 and 212 units
$475. Cail now in evenings 281-1468.
·2-bdr apt for rent. 2 min. from UCF.
$300/month. Avi. from May. Call 275-8830.

273-5610

Do you suffer from ROOMMATELESSNESS?
Don't know where to turn? I can help you!
Call MIKE evenings 295-4308. 24, nonsmoker, UCF grad. needs a place to share
.by May 1.

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished·& Unfurnished $240-$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

Roommate wanted to share nice 2 ,
bedroom/2 bath apt f~r summer or longer.
15 min from UCF. Non-smoker. $165mo,
•12ut11. ca11Rob898-1006.

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

persona

)

Ken, Laura , Spam, Mark, Jackie, Rudy, Dr. K,
and George. It's hard to believe a year has
gone by since we did what they said
couldn't be done. I hope that you can say
our efforts were worthwhile I can only say
that your efforts have not' been forgotten
Room In home, $40/week, cent. heat & air,
and I am still very grateful. Matt
clean. Ph. 678-3381 .
2 female roommates wanted for the ·summer semesters. Furnished apartment,
$108/mo. plus electric. Call 273-2252 after 5
PM.

Mature male or female roommate wanted
to share 3-bedroom home with 2 females.
$100/mo. & 1/J utilities. Call 282-5328.

Student Rate:
50 ce.n ts per line

.._----------------t

typists

Typing/word processing: professional
resumes, term papers, theses, reports,
dissertations, etc. VERY REASONABLE RATES.
Some editing. Close to campus. Last
minute projects accepted. Call Cindy, 6775083.

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
CeAter, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, g~ammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers . Full-time
staff, all h.ave college degrees. 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser·
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
(£19 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM
II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
In any/all jobs. Call Martl-1 ml. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.

Ready to teach ·
home nursing, first aid,
parenting, child c~,
water safety, CPR.

set.

Typing service avallable, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

Red Cross:
Ready for a new century.

Professlonal quallty typing, term papers;
reports, drafts, theses, dissertations,
manuscripts, resumes, letters. IBM electronic. Competitive rates. 24-hour turnaround. Call Virginia, 42~~·
Expert typing. Exper.t equipment. Resumes,
dissertations, manuscripts; reports, term
papers, theses, cover letters. Rates vary accordingly . Cail anytime arid leave
message. Darlene Traficante 282-5497. Half

l::::~:ec:::/WORD PROCE~NG. Ac·
curate. Dependable. Be a winner! Call
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312.

'Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 "yrs.
experience at low rates. Call . DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.

t--------f;l--~-----""'

~

WE'FE

Ifil9~

®

FUllJC

\J

LllRARY

~

~~

w00nu mg

services
Fraternities and sororities! Property for
building a custom home In University
Highlands could possibly suit your needs for
a dormitory type facility with large parking
and study areas. Wide variance In options
jf interested please contact Michael Abdul
281-1468.
FL YING NORTH? SAVE MONEY. Travel 2000
has avail. seats on charter flights to Philo.,
JFK & Newburg, NY, Hartford, Boston,
Newark. S69 one way. For reser. & info call
857-2000.
SORORITY'S
FRATERNITIES composites
custom framed. Low prices. Member of
Univ. community. Call 671-8638.

Need responsible female roommate to
share lg . bdrm/bth In furn. condo for summer, maybe longer. AC/pool/tennis, near
UCF. $110/mo. & 113 elect, phone. Call
Suzanne 275-4371 or 645-5706.

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. ·rerm
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing Included . Reasonable . Call
Bea, 678-1386.

Female roommate needed to share a fully
furnished 1-bdrm apt. at Haystacks, $120
and 112 util. Call Mindv.. 282-6682 or 277-7777.

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counComputer word processing, customized
seling, hot line with trained members &
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. · .>peclal activities. For information call THEFrom $1 .50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.
,GA VS (843-4297).

GRADUATES, dlpi.omas custom framed by
member of Univ. com. CalJ 671-8638.

Ji{G
. ~oc
y

( ' ·1()1 . .
C::Lzntc

individual CO'nfldent1ci1.~unseling
. GynecologiSfs
··sp.e aker Service

'2233 ~ErRo. WINTER.PARK'.

.

Ton

628~0405~

Free aoo-432:s249

.
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associates

.A Townhome Community
YOUR "Home Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Opportunity
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THE-FINANCING YOU NEED!

FROM $44,000
Owner/Occupant financing from 5 3
Investor financing from 103 available
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Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.
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506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando , FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111
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Call (305) 282-4293
or 422-1111 after hours
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Jog or ride your ';>Ike to school •
we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance! .
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